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High Stakes
"As chaos grips Westeros, a flaming red comet
continues to burn a crimson path across the sky.
Some see this fiery herald as a sign of their
impending victory. Others see it as a mark of the
blood and terror that will soon engulf this divided
kingdom. But one thing is certain: None of the six
contenders who seek either the Iron Throne, or the
lands their ancestors once held as kings, are willing to
back down. And as factions scatter or come together,
there are many witnesses to the unrest that is to
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come."--Provided by publisher.

Dealer's Choice
Soon to be a show on Hulu! Rights to develop Wild
Cards for TV have been acquired by Universal Cable
Productions, the team that brought you The Magicians
and Mr. Robot, with the co-editor of Wild Cards,
Melinda Snodgrass as executive producer. Perfect for
current fans and new readers alike, One Eyed Jacks is
a classic Wild Cards adventure, edited by #1 New
York Times bestselling author George R. R. Martin,
and the first book in the Rox Triad. Something is
stirring on Ellis Island, something strange and
dangerous enough to subdue even the white-hot
tensions between Wild Cards and normal humans.
They call themselves the Jumpers: a vicious gang with
the power to transport their minds into others' bodies,
using them to commit acts of terror and violence,
before abandoning them and leaving their victims to
face the consequences. The Jumpers cutthroat
ambition to control the Wild Card community will pit
aces, jokers, and humans at odds like never before.
One-Eyed Jacks features the writing talents of Walton
Simons, Chris Claremont, Lewis Shiner, William F. Wu,
Victor Milan, Stephen Leigh, Melinda M. Snodgrass,
and John Jos. Miller, along with previously unpublished
stories from Carrie Vaughn and Kevin Andrew Murphy.
The Wild Cards Universe The Original Triad #1 Wild
Cards #2 Aces High #3 Jokers Wild The Puppetman
Quartet #4: Aces Abroad #5: Down and Dirty #6: Ace
in the Hole #7: Dead Man’s Hand The Rox Triad #8:
One-Eyed Jacks #9: Jokertown Shuffle #10: Dealer’s
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Choice #11: Double Solitaire #12: Turn of the Cards
The Card Sharks Triad #13: Card Sharks #14: Marked
Cards #15: Black Trump #16: Deuces Down #17:
Death Draws Five The Committee Triad #18: Inside
Straight #19: Busted Flush #20: Suicide Kings The
Fort Freak Triad #21: Fort Freak #22: Lowball #23:
High Stakes The American Triad #24: Mississippi Roll
#25: Low Chicago #26: Texas Hold 'Em At the
Publisher's request, this title is being sold without
Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.

The Skaar Invasion
Soon to be a show on Hulu! Rights to develop Wild
Cards have been acquired by Universal Cable
Productions, the team behind The Magicians and Mr.
Robot, with the co-editor of Wild Cards, Melinda
Snodgrass, as executive producer. In this bitingly
satirical companion novel to the Wild Cards title Inside
Straight, American Hero combines two
quintessentially pop culture phenomena: superheroes
and reality TV. American Hero, the nation’s most
highly anticipated competition show, kicks off its first
season! People with incredible powers – from
possessing death-defying healing to transforming into
an insect swarm to shifting the earth itself – have
been selected from all walks of life. Their goal: to win
one million dollars and the admiration of millions
more viewers by answering one question, “Do you
have what it takes to be the next American Hero?”
Contains week-by-week action-packed recaps and noholds-bars contestant confessionals, all edited by New
York Times #1 bestselling author George R. R. Martin.
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Features writing by Martin as well as Carrie Vaughn,
Melinda M. Snodgrass, Walter Jon Williams, Victor
Milan, Daniel Abraham, Stephen Leigh, and many
more of the genre’s most innovative writers. At the
Publisher's request, this title is being sold without
Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.

Aftershocks
Our story begins in complete darkness with a death
and a vanishing. A man mysteriously drowns in the
River Seine and two children enter a dingy sideshow
but never come out. In the shadowed world of the
Obscura, everything that was once light is now dark
and nothing is as it seems. The Gaslampers enforce
brutal laws and terrorise the city with their wolves.
The Calibrators attempt to resist the evil while they
await the return of their hero, the Aigle. And the
children desperately search for a way home. But
Phillipe and Angelique didn't arrive here by accident.
The Maire of the Obscura sought them out for a dark
purpose. With no way of getting out, the only man
who may be able to save them is their father. A
simple man whose quiet, gentle ways could not
possibly triumph in this dark, violent world. The boy,
the girl and the wooden box is the first book in the
Obscura trilogy.

Inside Straight
Soon to be a show on Hulu! Rights to develop Wild
Cards for TV have been acquired by Universal Cable
Productions, the team that brought you The Magicians
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and Mr. Robot, with the co-editor of Wild Cards,
Melinda Snodgrass as executive producer. George R.
R. Martin's Wild Cards classic adventure, in trade
paperback for the first time: a dangerous
superpowered gang rises to power and threatens the
citizens of New York City Bloat, the boy-governor of
the Rox, wanted to make Ellis Island a safe haven for
Jokers, and made a choice to recruit the Jumpers,
superpowered teen outcasts who could steal a man's
body in the blink of an eye. But under the leadership
of Dr. Tachyon's psychotic grandson, the Jumpers
grow more vicious and uncontrollable every day,
becoming the greatest threat the Wild Cards have
ever faced. Edited by #1 New York Times bestselling
author George R. R. Martin, Jokertown Shuffle features
the writing talents of Walton Simons, Chris Claremont,
Lewis Shiner, William F. Wu, Victor Milan, Stephen
Leigh, Melinda M. Snodgrass, and John Jos. Miller,
along with previously unpublished stories from Carrie
Vaughn and Cherie Priest. The Wild Cards Universe
The Original Triad #1 Wild Cards #2 Aces High #3
Jokers Wild The Puppetman Quartet #4: Aces Abroad
#5: Down and Dirty #6: Ace in the Hole #7: Dead
Man’s Hand The Rox Triad #8: One-Eyed Jacks #9:
Jokertown Shuffle #10: Dealer’s Choice #11: Double
Solitaire #12: Turn of the Cards The Card Sharks Triad
#13: Card Sharks #14: Marked Cards #15: Black
Trump #16: Deuces Down #17: Death Draws Five The
Committee Triad #18: Inside Straight #19: Busted
Flush #20: Suicide Kings The Fort Freak Triad #21:
Fort Freak #22: Lowball #23: High Stakes The
American Triad #24: Mississippi Roll #25: Low
Chicago #26: Texas Hold 'Em At the Publisher's
request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights
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Management Software (DRM) applied.

The Inferior
The Vagrant is his name. He has no other.

The Looking Glass Wars
Soon to be a show on Hulu! Rights to develop Wild
Cards for TV have been acquired by Universal Cable
Productions, the team that brought you The Magicians
and Mr. Robot, with the co-editor of Wild Cards,
Melinda Snodgrass as executive producer. Perfect for
old fans and new readers alike, High Stakes (Wild
Cards) delves deeper into the world of aces, jokers,
and the hard-boiled men and women of the Fort Freak
police precinct in a pulpy, page-turning novel of
superheroics and Lovecraftian horror bu George R. R.
Martin and Melinda M. Snodgrass. After the
concluding events of Lowball, Officer Francis Black of
Fort Freak, vigilante joker Marcus "The Infamous Black
Tongue" Morgan, and ace thief Mollie "Tesseract"
Steunenberg get stuck in Talas, Kazakhstan. There,
the coldblooded Baba Yaga forces jokers into an
illegal fighting ring, but her hidden agenda is much
darker: her fighters' deaths serve to placate a vicious
monster from another dimension. When the last line
of defense against this world weakens, all hell breaks
loose, literally. The Committee in New York sends a
team of aces to investigate. One by one, each falls
victim to evil forces--including the dark impulses
within themselves. Only the perseverance of the most
unlikely of heroes has a chance of saving the world
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before utter chaos erupts on Earth. Edited by #1 New
York Times bestselling author George R. R. Martin,
High Stakes features the writing talents of Melinda M.
Snodgrass, John Jos. Miller, David Anthony Durham,
Caroline Spector, Stephen Leigh, and Ian Tregillis. The
Wild Cards Universe The Original Triad #1 Wild Cards
#2 Aces High #3 Jokers Wild The Puppetman Quartet
#4: Aces Abroad #5: Down and Dirty #6: Ace in the
Hole #7: Dead Man’s Hand The Rox Triad #8: OneEyed Jacks #9: Jokertown Shuffle #10: Dealer’s
Choice #11: Double Solitaire #12: Turn of the Cards
The Card Sharks Triad #13: Card Sharks #14: Marked
Cards #15: Black Trump #16: Deuces Down #17:
Death Draws Five The Committee Triad #18: Inside
Straight #19: Busted Flush #20: Suicide Kings The
Fort Freak Triad #21: Fort Freak #22: Lowball #23:
High Stakes The American Triad #24: Mississippi Roll
#25: Low Chicago #26: Texas Hold 'Em At the
Publisher's request, this title is being sold without
Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.

Wild Cards IV: Aces Abroad
Perfect for current fans and new readers alike, Knaves
Over Queens is an all-new adventure set in London,
featuring a fresh cast of characters from the Wild
Cards universe. Developed by aliens and field-tested
on Earth, the virus known as Xenovirus Takis-A was
released in New York in 1946, changing the course of
human history forever. Most of those infected die —
and a tiny percentage become deformed beings
known as jokers. A lucky few survivors become aces:
superhumans gifted with amazing powers. Now the
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virus has reached Britain. There, Prime Minister Sir
Winston Churchill, gifted with extraordinary longevity,
together with the Enigma ace Alan Turing, set up a
special organization named the Order of the Silver
Helix. They will need all of the wild cards they can find
if they are to deal with the terrifying mutations
spawned by the virus. Edited by #1 New York Times
bestselling author George R. R. Martin and Melinda M.
Snodgrass, Knaves Over Queens features the writing
talents of Paul Cornell, Marko Kloos, Mark Lawrence,
Kevin Andrew Murphy, Emma Newman, Peter
Newman, Peadar O Guilin, Melinda M. Snodgrass,
Caroline Spector, and Charles Stross. Now in
development for TV: Rights to develop Wild Cards
have been acquired by Universal Cable Productions,
the team behind The Magicians and Mr. Robot, with
the co-editor of Wild Cards, Melinda Snodgrass, as
executive producer. The Wild Cards Universe The
Original Triad #1 Wild Cards #2 Aces High #3 Jokers
Wild The Puppetman Quartet #4: Aces Abroad #5:
Down and Dirty #6: Ace in the Hole #7: Dead Man’s
Hand The Rox Triad #8: One-Eyed Jacks #9:
Jokertown Shuffle #10: Dealer’s Choice #11: Double
Solitaire #12: Turn of the Cards The Card Sharks Triad
#13: Card Sharks #14: Marked Cards #15: Black
Trump #16: Deuces Down #17: Death Draws Five The
Committee Triad #18: Inside Straight #19: Busted
Flush #20: Suicide Kings The Fort Freak Triad #21:
Fort Freak #22: Lowball #23: High Stakes The
American Triad #24: Mississippi Roll #25: Low
Chicago #26: Texas Hold 'Em At the Publisher's
request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights
Management Software (DRM) applied.
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Orders of Battle
Now anyone can practice a six-hundred-year-old
tradition of fortune-telling that survives to this day.
Chances are you already own the cards. You will learn
the meaning of each card, how to interpret groups of
cards, special spreads to answer questions about love
and romance, and much more.

The Seven
The return of the famous shared-world superhero
books created and edited by George R. R. Martin,
author of A Song of Ice and Fire. For decades, George
R.R. Martin – bestselling author of A Song of Ice and
Fire – has collaborated with an ever-shifting ensemble
of science fiction and fantasy icons to create the
amazing Wild Cards universe.

Low Chicago
Soon to be a show on Hulu! Rights to develop Wild
Cards for TV have been acquired by Universal Cable
Productions, the team that brought you The Magicians
and Mr. Robot, with the co-editor of Wild Cards,
Melinda Snodgrass as executive producer. The actionpacked alternate fantasy returns for a new
generation, featuring fiction from #1 New York Times
bestselling author George R. R. Martin, Michael
Cassutt, Melinda M. Snodgrass, Lewis Shiner, and
more—plus two completely new stories from Kevin
Andrew Murphy and bestselling author Carrie Vaughn.
Forty years after the Wild Card Virus's release, the
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World Health Organization decides it's time to take a
delegation of Aces, Jokers, politicians, and journalists
on a fact-finding mission to learn how other countries
are dealing with the virus that reshaped humanity.
Leading the team is Gregg Hartmann, a senator with
presidential aspirations and a dangerous ace up his
sleeve. Joining him is a menagerie of some of the
series' best and most popular Wild Cards, including
Dr. Tachyon, aces Peregrine and Golden Boy, and
jokers Chrysalis, Troll, and Father Squid. From the
jungles of Haiti and Peru to the tumultuous political
climate of Egypt, from a monastery in Japan to the
streets of the most glamorous cities of Europe, the
Wild Cards are in for an eye-opening trip. While some
are worshiped as actual gods, those possessing the
most extreme mutations are treated with a contempt
that's all too familiar to the delegates from Jokertown.
New alliances will be formed, new enemies will be
made, and some actions will fulfill centuries-old
prophecies that make ripples throughout the future of
the Wild Cards universe. The Wild Cards Universe The
Original Triad #1 Wild Cards #2 Aces High #3 Jokers
Wild The Puppetman Quartet #4: Aces Abroad #5:
Down and Dirty #6: Ace in the Hole #7: Dead Man’s
Hand The Rox Triad #8: One-Eyed Jacks #9:
Jokertown Shuffle #10: Dealer’s Choice #11: Double
Solitaire #12: Turn of the Cards The Card Sharks Triad
#13: Card Sharks #14: Marked Cards #15: Black
Trump #16: Deuces Down #17: Death Draws Five The
Committee Triad #18: Inside Straight #19: Busted
Flush #20: Suicide Kings The Fort Freak Triad #21:
Fort Freak #22: Lowball #23: High Stakes The
American Triad #24: Mississippi Roll #25: Low
Chicago #26: Texas Hold 'Em At the Publisher's
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request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights
Management Software (DRM) applied.

The Ruthless (the Deathless Trilogy,
Book 2)
It all began in 1946, when the bizarre, gene-altering
?Wild Cards? virus was unleashed in the skies over
New York City. A virus that created superpowered
Aces and bizarre, disfigured Jokers. Now, thirty years
later, the victims face a new nightmare. From the far
reaches of space comes The Swarm, a deadly menace
that could very well destroy the planet. Putting aside
their hatred and mistrust, Aces and Jokers must form
an uneasy alliance and prepare for a battle they must
not lose. . . . Copyright © Libri GmbH. All rights
reserved.

Wild Cards XI: Dealer's Choice
America's most inspiring politician pays tribute to
men and woman who have exhibited composure,
wisdom and intellect in the face of tough decisions.
John McCain draws from experiences of both
extraordinary people and people in extraordinary
circumstances, culling lessons about the process and
nature of judicious and effective decision-making.
Acclaimed authors John McCain and Mark Salter
describe the anatomy of great decisions in history by
telling the remarkable stories of men and women who
have exemplified composure, wisdom, and intellect in
the face of life's toughest decisions. They identify six
qualities typically represented in the best decisions:
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Awareness. Timing. Foresight. Confidence. Humility.
Inspiration. These qualities are personified by the
exceptional individuals in this book, each of whom
made a hard call, including: Henry Ford's decision to
sacrifice his company's competitive edge by reducing
the work day and guaranteeing a minimum wage;
Branch Rickey's decision to offer Jackie Robinson a
contract to play for the Brooklyn Dodgers in the face
of public opposition; Ellen Johnson-Sirleaf 's decision
to return to wartorn Liberia after receiving an
economics degree from Harvard; General Fred
Weyand's decision to redeploy fifteen of his battalions
despite resistance from senior American military
commanders in Vietnam. Woven into these stories are
John McCain's own views on the process and art of
decision-making and examples of the hard calls we
face in our lives. "When I assess a decision," McCain
writes, "I want to know all I can about the character of
the decision maker before I examine the properties of
the decision, its outcome or how it was arrived at."
Hard Call is a testament to the people whose choices
serve as a beacon for us all.

Wild Cards
Soon to be a TV show! Rights to develop Wild Cards
for TV have been acquired by Universal Cable
Productions, the team that brought you The Magicians
and Mr. Robot, with the co-editor of Wild Cards,
Melinda Snodgrass as executive producer. After too
many disastrous raids and military embarrassments,
the Nats order a full-out, no-holds-barred blitzkrieg
against Bloat and his genetic outcasts. The mission is
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clear: destroy Ellis Island, no survivors. As the final
battle rages, the Turtle throws in the towel, Modular
Man switches sides, Reflector faces defeat, Legion
“dies”—and assassins reach Bloat’s chamber. This is
it, folks. The final days of the Rox. The Wild Cards
series explodes into apocalyptic battle action, edited
by #1 New York Times bestselling author George R. R.
Martin and Melinda M. Snodgrass, featuring the
writing talents of Edward W. Bryant, Stephen Leigh,
John Jos. Miller, George R. R. Martin and Walter Jon
Williams. The Wild Cards Universe The Original Triad
#1 Wild Cards #2 Aces High #3 Jokers Wild The
Puppetman Quartet #4: Aces Abroad #5: Down and
Dirty #6: Ace in the Hole #7: Dead Man’s Hand The
Rox Triad #8: One-Eyed Jacks #9: Jokertown Shuffle
#10: Double Solitaire #11: Dealer's Choice #12: Turn
of the Cards The Card Sharks Triad #13: Card Sharks
#14: Marked Cards #15: Black Trump #16: Deuces
Down #17: Death Draws Five The Committee Triad
#18: Inside Straight #19: Busted Flush #20: Suicide
Kings American Hero (ebook original) The Fort Freak
Triad #21: Fort Freak #22: Lowball #23: High Stakes
The American Triad #24: Mississippi Roll #25: Low
Chicago #26: Texas Hold 'Em #27: Knaves Over
Queens At the Publisher's request, this title is being
sold without Digital Rights Management Software
(DRM) applied.

Busted Flush
A collaborative novel reveals the world of Fort Freak,
a Manhattan police precinct that is operated by
mutants and superpowered agents of justice.
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Knaves Over Queens
"A new series that promises to be just as engrossing
[as Frontlines]the action just as exciting, the science
just as solid, the tension just as high. I gulped down
the first book in a day, and I am already eager for the
next one." --George R. R. Martin Across the six-planet
expanse of the Gaia system, the Earthlike Gretia
struggles to stabilize in the wake of an interplanetary
war. Amid an uneasy alliance to maintain economies,
resources, and populations, Aden Robertson
reemerges. After devoting twelve years of his life to
the reviled losing side, with the blood of half a million
casualties on his hands, Aden is looking for a way to
move on. He's not the only one. A naval officer has
borne witness to inconceivable attacks on a salvaged
fleet. A sergeant with the occupation forces is
treading increasingly hostile ground. And a young
woman, thrust into responsibility as vice president of
her family's raw materials empire, faces a threat she
never anticipated. Now, on the cusp of an explosive
and wide-reaching insurrection, Aden plunges once
again into the brutal life he longed to forget. He's
been on the wrong side of war before. But this time,
the new enemy has yet to reveal themselvesor their
dangerous endgame.

American Hero
A new generation of aces comes of age as twenty-one
of them compete against each other in a series of
tasks and stunts on the blockbuster TV reality show
"American Hero," and John Fortune, son of the show's
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creator, discovers his destiny.

A Clash of Kings: The Graphic Novel:
Volume Two
Women disappear from streets, clubs, and rooftops
leaving the police dazed and confused. The mystical
Soothsayer Task Force must use their special skills to
divine the truth and solve the mystery. When
detective Mazzy Simantov is called up to investigate
the case of a missing girl, little does she know it is
linked to a series of other mysterious disappearances
of women. She is forced to partner with Yariv, her onetime lover and sometimes-colleague, but as the
investigation continues, otherworldly clues begin to
appear at the crime scenes, including a black feather
unlike that of any bird As the clues mount, it becomes
clear that an apocalypse is looming, as Heaven's
secret orders threaten to collide in a head-on war that
imperils everyone on Earth. Can Mazzy and Yariv
come together to save the world from being torn
apart? This is the English translation from the original
Hebrew text, translated by Marganit WeinbergerRotman. File Under: Fantasy [ Bad Omens | Angels &
Humans | Apocalypse Now | Big Guns ]

Deuces Down
The thrilling conclusion to an epic trilogy of dynastic
struggles in a world of crystal castles, winged knights,
and savage wilderness.

Romancing the Werewolf
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The return of the famous shared-world superhero
books created and edited by George R. R. Martin,
author of A Song of Ice and Fire. For decades, George
R.R. Martin - bestselling author of A Song of Ice and
Fire - has collaborated with an ever-shifting ensemble
of science fiction and fantasy icons to create the
amazing Wild Cards universe. In the aftermath of
World War II, the Earth's population was devastated
by an alien virus. Those who survived were changed
forever. Some, known as jokers, were cursed with
bizarre mental and physical mutations; others,
granted superhuman abilities, became the lucky few
known as aces. Queen Margaret, who came to the
English throne after the death of her sister Elizabeth,
now lies on her death-bed. Summoning the joker ace
Alan Turing, she urges him to seek the true heir:
Elizabeth's lost son. He was rumoured to have died as
a baby but, having been born a joker, was sent into
hiding. Margaret dies and her elder son Henry
becomes king and at once declares he wants to make
England an 'Anglo-Saxon country' and suggests jokers
be sent 'to the moon'. Dangerous tensions begin to
tear the country apart. The Twisted Fists - an
organization of jokers led by the Green Man - are
becoming more militant. And Babh, goddess of war,
sees opportunities to sow strife and reap blood This
marvellous mosaic novel, featuring the talents of
Mary Anne Mohanraj, Peter Newman, Peadar Ó Guilín,
Melinda M. Snodgrass and Caroline Spector, follows
KNAVES OVER QUEENS - the first ever Wild Cards
novel set in the UK.

Three Kings: Edited by George R. R.
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Martin (Wild Cards)
The battle against the Lankies has been won. Earth
seems safe. Peacetime military? Not on your life. It's
been four years since Earth threw its full military
prowess against the Lanky incursion. Humanity has
been yanked back from the abyss of extinction. The
solar system is at peace. For now. The future for
Major Andrew Grayson of the Commonwealth Defense
Corps and his wife, Halley? Flying desk duty on the
front. No more nightmares of monstrous things. No
more traumas to the mind and body. But when an
offer comes down from above, Andrew has to make a
choice: continue pushing papers into retirement, or
jump right back into the fight? What's a podhead to
do? The remaining Lankies may have retreated in
fear, but the threat isn't over. They need to be wiped
out for good before they strike again. That'll take a
new offensive deployment. Aboard an Avenger
warship, Andrew and the special tactics team under
his command embark on the ultimate search-anddestroy mission. This time, it'll be on Lanky turf. No
big heroics. No unnecessary risks. Just a swift hit-andrun raid in the hostile Capella system. Blow the alien
seed ships into oblivion and get the hell back to Earth.
At least, that's the objective. But when does anything
in war go according to plan?

The Vagrant (The Vagrant Trilogy)
'An exciting new writer - sharp, compelling and
original' Mark Lawrence Years have passed since the
Vagrant journeyed to the Shining City, Vesper in arm
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and Gamma's sword in hand. Since then the world has
changed. Vesper, following the footsteps of her
father, journeyed to the breach and closed the tear
between worlds, protecting the last of humanity, but
also trapping the infernal horde and all those that fell
to its corruptions: willing or otherwise. In this new age
it is Vesper who leads the charge towards unity and
peace, with seemingly nothing standing between the
world and a bright new future. That is until eyes open.
And The Seven awaken.

Simantov
An alien biological weapon was accidentally
detonated over New York City, killing countless
numbers of people. Those who survived, soon began
to wish they had died once they discovered that they
had been forever mutated by the virus unleashed in
the blast. In this all-new collection of Wild Cards
stories, the spotlight is on the most unusual Wild
Cards of them all--the Deuces. Their role in the Wild
Cards Universe is just as important as that of the Aces
and the Jokers. In fact, their actions have affected the
course of Wild Cards history.

Berlin Is Never Berlin
A LOCUS AWARD FINALIST FOR SCIENCE FICTION The
continuing saga of the Five Dragons, Ian McDonald's
fast-paced, intricately plotted space opera pitched as
Game of Thrones meets The Expanse A hundred years
in the future, a war wages between the Five
Dragons—five families that control the Moon’s leading
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industrial companies. Each clan does everything in
their power to claw their way to the top of the food
chain—marriages of convenience, corporate
espionage, kidnapping, and mass assassinations.
Through ingenious political manipulation and sheer
force of will, Lucas Cortas rises from the ashes of
corporate defeat and seizes control of the Moon. The
only person who can stop him is a brilliant lunar
lawyer, his sister, Ariel. Witness the Dragons' final
battle for absolute sovereignty in Ian McDonald's
heart-stopping finale to the Luna trilogy. Luna 1.
Luna: New Moon 2. Luna: Wolf Moon 3. Luna: Moon
Rising At the Publisher's request, this title is being
sold without Digital Rights Management Software
(DRM) applied.

Wild Cards IX: Jokertown Shuffle
Pursued by the CIA, the DEA, and the Wild Card
mistress of the winds, Mistral, renegade biochemist
Mark Meadows uses the three personalities buried in
his psyche in order to outwit his pursuers. Original.

Luna: Moon Rising
Fleeing the battle between the Jokers, Aces, and Nats,
Blaise heads for the planet Takis in the body of Dr.
Tachyon, leaving Tach trapped in the pregnant body
of a teenage runaway. Original.

Double Solitaire
Return to a world of crystal armour, savage
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wilderness, and corrupt dynasties in book two of The
Deathless series from Gemmell award-winning author
Peter Newman.

Down and Out in Purgatory
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • Following The Black
Elfstone, The Skaar Invasion is the second book of the
epic four-part conclusion to the Shannara series from
one of the acknowledged masters of the fantasy
genre. The Four Lands are under siege. Wielding a
magical ability virtually impossible to combat,
mysterious invaders defeat the most fearsome Troll
armies, then focus their savagery on the Druid
order—and all hope seems lost. Eventually the
invaders reveal a more human face, but
understanding their motives in no way mitigates the
brutality of their actions. Dar Leah, once the High
Druid’s Blade, has crossed paths—and swords—with
their ruthless leader before. So he knows that if any
hope exists, it rests in the hands of the Druid Drisker
Arc, now trapped inside vanished Paranor. As Drisker
races to find the ancient knowledge that could free
him, Dar goes in search of Tarsha Kaynin, the young
woman blessed with the powerful gift of the wishsong,
whose magic could draw Drisker back into the world
of the living. But little do they know that what
appeared to be a formidable invading force may only
be the forerunner of a much larger army—one intent
on nothing less than total conquest. Praise for The
Skaar Invasion “Like The Black Elfstone before it, and
perhaps even more so, The Skaar Invasion is one of
[Terry] Brooks’s most aggressively political novels. It
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engages with familiar conflicts and themes, digging
deep into the challenges facing humanity and
asking—begging—for us to do better. . . . The Skaar
Invasion is an exhilarating, intricate portrait of a world
at war with itself.”—Tordotcom “Brooks continues the
mastery of the world, as may be expected when
working in one as developed as Shannara.”—RT Book
Reviews

Fort Freak
As the final battle between the Nats and Bloat rages
on Ellis Island, the Turtle throws in the towel, Modular
Man switches sides, Reflector faces defeat, and
assassins reach Bloat's chamber. Original.

The Scapegracers
Soon to be a show on Hulu! In Low Chicago, a gang of
criminals scattered throughout the past threaten the
stability of the world in George R. R. Martin's latest
Wild Cards adventure. The stakes were already high
enough at Giovanni Galante’s poker table that night in
Chicago. Poker. Dealer’s choice. Seven players. A
million-dollar cash buy-in. But after a superpowered
mishap, the most high-profile criminals in the city are
scattered throughout the past and their schemes
across time threaten the stability of the world. Perfect
for current fans and new readers alike, Low Chicago is
an all-new time travel adventure that highlights the
criminal underworld of 1920s Chicago, featuring a
fresh cast of characters from the Wild Cards universe.
Co-edited by #1 New York Times bestselling author
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George R. R. Martin and Melinda M. Snodgrass
(screenwriter, Star Trek), Low Chicago features the
writing talents of Saladin Ahmed (author of the
bestselling comic Black Bolt), Paul Cornell
(screenwriter, Doctor Who), Marko Kloos (author of
the bestselling Frontlines series), John Jos. Miller, Mary
Anne Mohanraj (Bodies in Motion, The Stars Change),
Hugo, Nebula, World Fantasy and Theodore Sturgeon
Award finalist Christopher Rowe, Kevin Andrew
Murphy, and Melinda M. Snodgrass. “Martin has
assembled an impressive array of writers. . . .
Progressing through the decades, Wild Cards keeps
its momentum.”—Locus Now in development for TV:
Rights to develop Wild Cards have been acquired by
Universal Cable Productions, the team behind The
Magicians and Mr. Robot, with the co-editor of Wild
Cards, Melinda Snodgrass, as executive producer. The
Wild Cards Universe The Original Triad #1 Wild Cards
#2 Aces High #3 Jokers Wild The Puppetman Quartet
#4: Aces Abroad #5: Down and Dirty #6: Ace in the
Hole #7: Dead Man’s Hand The Rox Triad #8: OneEyed Jacks #9: Jokertown Shuffle #10: Dealer’s
Choice #11: Double Solitaire #12: Turn of the Cards
The Card Sharks Triad #13: Card Sharks #14: Marked
Cards #15: Black Trump #16: Deuces Down #17:
Death Draws Five The Committee Triad #18: Inside
Straight #19: Busted Flush #20: Suicide Kings The
Fort Freak Triad #21: Fort Freak #22: Lowball #23:
High Stakes The American Triad #24: Mississippi Roll
#25: Low Chicago #26: Texas Hold 'Em At the
Publisher's request, this title is being sold without
Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
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Hard Call
From the Hugo Award-winning author of Between Two
Thorns comes the first novel in a captivating science
fiction series where a secret withheld to protect
humanity’s future may lead to its undoing…
“Cathartic and transcendent.”—The New York Times
“An exceptionally engaging novel that explores the
complex relationship between mythology and
science.”—The Washington Post Renata Ghali
believed in Lee Suh-Mi’s vision of a world far beyond
Earth, calling to humanity. A planet promising to
reveal the truth about our place in the cosmos,
untainted by overpopulation, pollution, and war. Ren
believed in that vision enough to give up everything
to follow Suh-Mi into the unknown. More than twentytwo years have passed since Ren and the rest of the
faithful braved the starry abyss and established a
colony at the base of an enigmatic alien structure
where Suh-Mi has since resided, alone. All that time,
Ren has worked hard as the colony's 3-D printer
engineer, creating the tools necessary for human
survival in an alien environment, and harboring a
devastating secret. Ren continues to perpetuate the
lie forming the foundation of the colony for the good
of her fellow colonists, despite the personal cost. Then
a stranger appears, far too young to have been part
of the first planetfall, a man who bears a remarkable
resemblance to Suh-Mi. The truth Ren has concealed
since planetfall can no longer be hidden. And its
revelation might tear the colony apart

George RR Martin's Wild Cards
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"Contains material originally published in George R.R.
Martin's wild cards #1-6."

Playing Card Divination for Beginners
From one of fantasy's biggest recent breakthrough
authors comes an exciting, brand new series. Peter
Newman's new series takes readers to the world of
the Deathless, beings as immortal as the precious
stones from which they take their names.

The Deathless
For over 25 years, the Wild Cards universe has been
entertaining readers with stories of superpowered
people in an alternate history. "Berlin is Never Berlin"
by Marko Kloos draws upon the seedier side of the
city, beyond the dance club lights and all-night
parties, as one bodyguard with a certain feline
distinction goes on the prowl. Khan only had one job:
chauffeur and guard an American wealthy socialite
and her friends. When his client Natalie Scuderi gets
nabbed by the Georgian mafia, this joker-ace has no
choice but to go underground and rescue her. "Losing
the man’s daughter on the job would be a fatal black
mark on his professional resume. Khan had never lost
a client, and he wasn’t about to start a habit." At the
Publisher's request, this title is being sold without
Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.

Planetfall
Twenty pulse-pounding, mind-bending tales of
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science fiction, twisted metaphysics, and supernatural
wonder from the two-time World Fantasy and Philip K.
Dick Award winning author of The Anubis Gatesand
On Stranger Tides. A complete palette of story-telling
colors from Powers, including acclaimed tale “The
Bible Repairman,” where a psychic handyman who
supernaturally eliminates troublesome passages of
the Bible for paying clients finds the remains of his
own broken soul on the line when tasked with
rescuing the kidnapped ghost of a rich man’s
daughter. Time travel takes a savage twist in
“Salvage and Demolition,” where the chance
discovery of a long-lost manuscript throws a downand-out book collector back in time to 1950s San
Francisco where he must prevent an ancient Sumeric
inscription from dooming millions in the future. Humor
and horror mix in “Sufficient unto the Day,” when a
raucous Thanksgiving feast takes a dark turn as the
invited ghosts of relatives past accidentally draw soulstealing demons into the family television set. And
obsession and vengeance survive on the other side of
death in “Down and Out in Purgatory,” where the soul
of a man lusting for revenge attempts to eternally
eliminate the killer who murdered the love of his life.
Wide-ranging, wonder-inducing, mind-bending—these
and other tales make up the complete shorter works
of a modern-day master of science fiction and
fantasy. At the publisher's request, this title is sold
without DRM (Digital Rights Management). About Tim
Powers: "Powers writes in a clean, elegant style that
illuminates without slowing down the tale. . . . [He]
promises marvels and horrors, and delivers them
all."—Orson Scott Card ". . . immensely clever stuff.
Powers' prose is often vivid and arresting . . . All in all,
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Powers' unique voice in science fiction continues to
grow stronger.”—Washington Post Book World
“Powers is at heart a storyteller, and ruthlessly
shapes his material into narrative form.”—The
Encyclopedia of Science Fiction “On Stranger Tides . .
. immediately hooks you and drags you along in
sympathy with one central character's appalling
misfortunes on the Spanish Main, [and] escalates
from there to closing mega-thrills so determinedly
spiced that your palate is left almost jaded."—David
Langford "On Stranger Tides . . . was the inspiration
for Monkey Island. If you read this book you can really
see where Guybrush and LeChuck were -plagiarizedderived from, plus the heavy influence of voodoo in
the game. . . . [the book] had a lot of what made
fantasy interesting . . .”—legendary game designer
Ron Gilbert “Powers's strengths [are] his originality,
his action-crammed plots, and his ventures into the
mysterious, dark, and supernatural.” Los Angeles
Times Book Review "[Powers’ work delivers] an
intense and intimate sense of period or realization of
milieu; taut plotting, with human development and
destiny . . . and, looming above all, an awareness of
history itself as a merciless turning of supernatural
wheels. . . . Powers' descriptions . . . are breathtaking,
sublimely precise . . . his status as one of fantasy's
major stylists can no longer be in doubt.”—SF Site

Wild Cards VIII: One-Eyed Jacks
A latest collection of new Wild Cards tales finds
veteran ace John Fortune assembling a team of
powerful mutants to assist the world's troubled
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regions, in a volume that includes contributions by
such writers as Melinda Snodgrass, Carry Vaughn, and
Stephen Leigh. 50,000 first printing.

The Boundless (The Deathless Trilogy,
Book 3)
The Myth: Alice was an ordinary girl who stepped
through the looking glass and entered a fairy-tale
world invented by Lewis Carroll in his famous
storybook. The Truth: Wonderland is real. Alyss Heart
is the heir to the throne, until her murderous aunt
Redd steals the crown and kills Alyss? parents. To
escape Redd, Alyss and her bodyguard, Hatter
Madigan, must flee to our world through the Pool of
Tears. But in the pool Alyss and Hatter are separated.
Lost and alone in Victorian London, Alyss is
befriended by an aspiring author to whom she tells
the violent, heartbreaking story of her young life. Yet
he gets the story all wrong. Hatter Madigan knows the
truth only too well, and he is searching every corner
of our world to find the lost princess and return her to
Wonderland so she may battle Redd for her rightful
place as the Queen of Hearts.

Turn of the Cards
Gay. Victorian. Werewolves. New York Times
bestselling humor author Gail Carriger gives you
everything you didn't know you wanted from dandy
shifters in her popular Parasolverse. ALPHA Biffy,
newly minted Alpha of the London Pack, is not having
a good Christmas. His Beta abandoned him. His
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werewolves object to his curtain choices. And
someone keeps leaving human babies on his
doorstep. BETA Professor Randolph Lyall returns
home to London after twenty years abroad to find his
pack in chaos and his Alpha in crisis. It will take a lot
of Beta efficiency to set everything to rights. Perhaps,
in the process, he may even mend his own heart.
"This intoxicatingly witty parody will appeal to a wide
cross-section of romance, fantasy and steampunk
fans." ~ Publishers Weekly, starred review (Soulless)
This sweet funny romance is full of unexpected
babysitting, holiday decorations, and no small amount
of pining. Look for surprise appearances from popular
side characters and the occasional strategic
application of italics. Perfect for fans of KJ Charles,
Jordan L Hawk, or Cat Sebastian this charming story
features characters from Carriger's Parasol
Protectorate series. Queer as Folk goes supernatural
in this much-anticipated reunion between a certain
quietly capable Beta and the werewolf Alpha who let
him slip away. The Supernatural Society stories stand
alone and may be read in any order. But if you're a
stickler, this story chronologically follows Imprudence,
and ties to events in Timeless. You can read what
happens next to the packs in England and find out
Channing's backstory in How to Marry a Werewolf.
Delicate Sensibilities? Contains men who love other
men and have waited decades to do so. And if you
like that kind of thing there is also Carriger's San
Andreas Shifter series. Also by Gail Carriger set in the
Parasolverse The Curious Case of the Werewolf that
Wasn't The Finishing School series The Delightfully
Deadly stories The Parasol Protectorate series The
Supernatural Society stories The Custard Protocol
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series The Claw & Courtship storiesAs G L Carriger
The San Andreas Shifter series The 5th Gender

Three Kings
STOPMOUTH AND HIS family know of no other life
than the daily battle to survive. To live, they must
hunt rival species, or negotiate flesh-trade with those
who crave meat of the freshest human kind. It is a
savage, desperate existence. And for Stopmouth,
considered slowwitted hunt-fodder by his tribe, the
future looks especially bleak. But then, on the day he
is callously betrayed by his brother, a strange and
beautiful woman falls from the sky. It is a moment
that will change his destiny, and that of all humanity,
forever. With echoes of Tarzan, Conan the Barbarian,
and The Truman Show, Peadar Ó Guilín’s debut is an
action—and idea-packed—blockbuster that will
challenge your perceptions of humanity and leave you
hungry for more. From the Hardcover edition.

Obscura Book 1
An outcast teenage lesbian witch finds her coven
hidden amongst the popular girls in her school, and
performs some seriously badass magic in the process.
Skulking near the bottom of West High’s social
pyramid, Sideways Pike lurks under the bleachers
doing magic tricks for Coke bottles. As a witch,
lesbian, and lifelong outsider, she’s had a hard time
making friends. But when the three most popular girls
pay her $40 to cast a spell at their Halloween party,
Sideways gets swept into a new clique. The unholy
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trinity are dangerous angels, sugar-coated
rattlesnakes, and now–unbelievably–Sideways’ best
friends. Together, the four bond to form a ferocious
and powerful coven. They plan parties, cast curses on
dudebros, try to find Sideways a girlfriend, and elude
the fundamentalist witch hunters hellbent on stealing
their magic. But for Sideways, the hardest part is the
whole ‘having friends’ thing. Who knew that balancing
human interaction with supernatural peril could be so
complicated? Rich with the urgency of feral youth,
The Scapegracers explores growing up and complex
female friendship with all the rage of a teenage girl. It
subverts the trope of competitive mean girls and
instead portrays a mercilessly supportive clique of
diverse and vivid characters. It is an atmospheric,
voice-driven novel of the occult, and the first of a
three-book series.
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